Figure 1: Visualizing A) Jigsaw and B) CryptX ransomware activity. C) Partitioning the data by file nesting shows high repetition of file creation and deletion patterns in the mini-map. D) Inspection of protocol data in a tabular view shows the creation of duplicate files with a .fun extension. E) Repetitive "Open-Find-Close" patterns as a result of recursive directory scanning.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis and identification of malware in computer environments is a complex and time-consuming task due to the size and variety of generated network traffic. Even if security analysts are aware of the presence of undesired activity (e.g., ransomware encryption patterns) it is still difficult to efficiently locate this behavior in large amounts of traffic using tools such as Wireshark [11] without a starting point [15, 19] . Automated analysis techniques already greatly assist analysts in * e-mail: b.c.m.cappers@tue.nl (Eindhoven University of Technology) † e-mail: pmeessen@cs.ru.nl (Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen) ‡ e-mail: s.etalle@tue.nl (Eindhoven University of Technology) § e-mail: j.j.v.wijk@tue.nl (Eindhoven University of Technology) finding points of interest. In practice, however, they are often timeconsuming to setup or very difficult to tune properly (e.g., managing false positives rates). We need alternative techniques to quickly explore patterns in malicious network traffic.
In this paper we present the application of a novel visualization technique Eventpad [10] to apply dynamic behavioral analysis to ransomware execution sequences. Instead of automatically trying to discover patterns of interest, we show how we can quickly gain insights in (un)desired traffic patterns by visually encoding traffic based on environmental knowledge. In this study we show how the analysis technique works, the kind of information it can reveal, and how it enables analysts to quickly study file access behavior using rules, aggregations, and selections. Specifically, our main contributions are:
• a visual analytics approach to forensic analysis of malware traffic enabling users to visually inspect and detect (un)desired patterns of interest using multivariate regular expressions.
• a use case of the EventPad system to malware analysis demonstrating how -visualization of execution sequences can be used to gain insight in underlying ransomware mechanics;
-rules, automated techniques, and user interaction enables users to quickly test, discover, and compare traffic execution sequences.
• the introduction of mini-map functionality and a temporal view to study larger event collections and the frequency of sequential patterns over time.
The paper is structured as follows. First, Section 2 presents related work. Next, we discuss how our visualization techniques are beneficial for the analysis or identification of malware traffic. In Sections 4 and 5 we provide example explorations on real-world ransomware and office traffic and discuss the limitations of the approach. Finally, conclusions and future work are presented in Section 6. 
RELATED WORK
Malware visualization is an extensively studied topic covering a wide variation of techniques in different domains. Eventpad focuses on dynamic malware analysis using Deep Packet Inspection [27] . Analysis techniques that take the source code of the malware into account (i.e., static and hybrid malware analysis) are considered out of scope. For more information about these techniques, we refer to the handbook of Sikorski et al. [31] . The visualization literature with respect to dynamic malware detection can be grouped in two main categories, namely malware discovery versus identification. We start with an overview of common malware visualization techniques, discuss current limitations, and how we address these in Eventpad. Finally, we describe different visualization techniques that have been applied in the areas of Deep Packet Inspection and ransomware visualization.
Malware discovery
Malware discovery is the task of extracting samples from (network) environments that show signs of undesired/intrusive behavior. Shiravi et al. [30] made an extensive overview of different security visualization techniques that have been used for:
• detection: visually spot anomalies using node-link diagrams, parallel coordinate plots and pixel visualizations [14] ;
• correlation: study patterns in IDS alerts to enhance decision making [19] ; and
• assessment: apply root-cause analysis through semantic zooming [12] and user-interaction [37] .
Zhang et al. extended this survey [38] by studying how current visual encodings are effective for detection, correlation, and assessment tasks [23] . We believe however that systems for network monitoring and digital forensics should not be limited to a single task or visual encoding, as the set of user tasks can change during analysis [17] . In Eventpad we aim for an alternative approach where analysts can interactively define themselves which data attributes should be represented in what way to serve their task at best. With ILAB, Beaugnon et al. [5] already illustrated the value of human interaction to incrementally label data instances for supervised intrusion detection models. Systems such as KAMAS [29, 36] also use rules to search for patterns in call sequences, but limit their sequential analysis to only this attribute. In Eventpad we show how incremental labeling combined with unsupervised clustering and alignment techniques are effective for the discovery of patterns in multivariate network traffic.
Malware Identification
Gaining insight in malware mechanics is crucial for understanding:
• what (kind of) systems are affected by the malware;
• the type of services or data the malware is interested in; and
• what countermeasures can be used to prevent this type of software from being executed in the future.
Eventpad assists analysts in the identification of (malicious) execution sequences by enabling users to define and search for patterns of interest using rules. Visual comparison of the packet details between the found sequences enable analysts to see whether the sequences show overlap and can be related to existing malware families or applications. Wagner et al. [35] provided an extensive analysis of visualization techniques to visually compare malware samples, study samples individually, and summarize collections of malware together. Popular systems in these categories are CantorDust [13] , Nataraj et al. [24] , and Anders et al. [4] respectively. In their taxonomy Wagner et al. identified three main limitations of current systems and challenges for the future, namely
• Incorporating expert knowledge through interaction;
• Intertwining analytical methods with visualization; and
• Bridging gaps between forensics and classification through rule generation.
In Eventpad system we tackle these limitations by enabling analysts to define new patterns of interest using conditional formatting and rewrite rules. Tight coupling between automated methods and user input is achieved by interactively visual encoding packet sequences as blocks. The third limitation refers to the inability of malware analysis systems to test the effectiveness of new discovered rules and signatures for the analysis and classification of other malware samples. In Eventpad rules can be added and removed dynamically throughout data exploration and exported for future analysis tasks.
Deep Packet Inspection
Eventpad uses Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) to study user behavior in network traffic. Various systems have been proposed to visualize DPI data for the detection of Advanced Persistent Threats [32] . Systems like WireShark [11] , SNAPS [8] , and CoNTA [9] already support the analysis of traffic at application level, but the provided search mechanisms and visualizations do not support the comparison and analysis of sequential patterns in network traffic. However, Camiña et al. [7] showed that for the detection of for instance masquerade attacks, the analysis of sequential patterns is crucial. We show how we can extend Wireshark to enable sequential analysis using Eventpad. With respect to ransomware analysis, Reuille et al. [28] analyzed the spreading of the cryptolocker virus by visualizing OpenDNS traffic. Krzysztof et al. [18] also illustrated the value of visualization to gain faster insights in larger collections of traffic. In summary, current malware visualization techniques use static visual encodings to either focus on the detection of specific malware behavior or the identification of it. Systems that provide interaction and analytics methods provide little support for incorporating expert knowledge in the system or feeding new discovered patterns in these analytical methods. Eventpad enables interactive visual encoding through rule generation to dynamically detect signs of new malware and to verify the presence of existing ones. 
EVENTPAD
Eventpad is a dynamic behavioral analysis tool designed to study sequential patterns in network traffic. Without loss of generality we assume that a network packet (or event) has a timestamp and belongs to a particular sequence (also known as a conversation, session, etc.).
In Eventpad we visualize network traffic as a list of block sequences where sequences correspond to network conversations and packets correspond to blocks (Figure 2 ). Initially, every packet is represented by a gray block. Users can create rules to replace block sequences by new ones. Rules can be used for three purposes:
• discover patterns by visually encoding packets according to attributes of interest;
• test the presence of (un)desired behavior through pattern matching; and
• guide automated techniques in discovering patterns by defining new (higher level) concepts.
Similar to regular expressions, operators such as sequential composition, iteration (0 or more times), and choice are provided to construct more complex replacements. Figure 3 shows an example of the rule construction interface. Double clicking a block in the interface results in a popup where users can add Boolean constraints to the chosen block ( Figure 3B , similar to Wireshark). Only blocks whose attribute and values match the Boolean constraint are replaced by the rule's right hand side. For a more formal model of the query mechanism we refer to the work of Cappers et al. [10] . Multiple rules can be applied after one another to enable incremental rewriting of the traffic. This is also illustrated in Figure 4B . The rules enable users to highlight and visual encode traffic properties that are of interest. Automated techniques such as clustering and alignment in turn can use this labeling to discover patterns between packet sequences. Clustering enables users to study pattern frequencies, whereas alignment can detect overlap between similar sequences using Multiple Sequence Alignment [6] . Figure 5 shows a schematic overview of all operations that can be applied in the Eventpad system. Eventpad consists of four main components. • The Sequence view ( Figure 6A ) visualizes conversations as sequences of blocks. The minimap on the right ( Figure 6B ) enables discovery of patterns over larger data collections;
• The Rule view ( Figure 6F) shows the ordering in which rules are applied to the data. The icicle plot above ( Figure 6E ) shows how much of the data is affected by every rule;
• The Attribute view ( Figure 6C ) shows an overview of all event properties as histogram widgets. The histograms are highlighted whenever one or more blocks are selected. The histogram widgets enable users to inspect overlap in properties between two or more blocks;
• The Linechart ( Figure 6G ) plots event frequencies over time to detect temporal patterns such as bursts, drops, and periodicity. The colors in the chart show when and how often rules have been fired over time.
USE CASES
To illustrate the effectiveness of the tool for digital forensics, we applied Eventpad to the analysis of file access behavior in a realworld office network. For a better overview of the system's usage in practice, we refer to the supplementary material 1 . The system 2 and recorded ransomware samples 3 are also available for download.
Problem statement
Over the last few years ransomware attacks have become an increasing threat to society, with the primary aim to earn money by captivating resources. The largest class of these viruses use file encryption to achieve their goal [26] . Recent occurrences of WannaCry and Petya [21] affected over 300.000 computers world-wide causing millions of financial damage by encrypting network shares. The faster we can locate their underlying mechanics, the better. Traditional behavioral analysis tools discover ransomware by analyzing entropy changes in network traffic [33] . These techniques however suffer from high false positive rates, since entropy alone cannot distinguish between legitimate versus ransomware file encryption. Together with Mülder et al. [22] we have extended entropybased detection in Samba shares by also incorporating file mutation patterns (e.g., read, write, open, close, delete etc.) in the analysis. A significant challenge however was to discover these patterns in network samples using tools such as Wireshark. This involved manually tracking file identifiers and stepping through captured network traffic for every connection. In this use case we demonstrate how we can use Eventpad to quickly reverse engineer file access activity using visual analytics.
Experimental setup
To study ransomware activity, we setup a Honeypot and built a detector that can protect Samba shares by passively observing the network traffic [22] . This lab consisted of four victim virtual machines, each with a different version of the Microsoft Windows operation system, which were connected to a Samba share on a virtual machine running Windows Server 2012. The Samba share contained a large collection of files, loosely based on the office type files found on the network shares at the university and the source code repositories of a number of software projects. All these machines were in a virtual network connected to the Internet, since some malware will not run if it cannot connect to specific command and control servers [31] .
All network traffic in this virtual network was captured using tshark. Before and after the experiment all virtual machines were reset to a verified snapshot. The malware in the experiment was captured by the university, found on TheZoo [25] , or found in spam e-mail. Every sample is executed on the victim machines to ensure encryption of the share. Services were stopped once the encryption phase of the samples was over.
Using our setup we captured activity traces from two common ransomware families: CryptX and JigSaw. We also captured some traffic from the university network shares to test if these ransomware samples were present there. 
Partition Strategies
Although the sequence of opening, reading, and closing a file in general may not be suspicious, they can be considered malicious when executed by a particular user and/or moment in time etc. The way we group packets into sequences therefore determines the type of patterns that stand out. This is also referred to as context [9] .
Whenever a file or directory is opened, a Samba request is sent. Directories are closed when all files in that directory are closed. This results in a nesting pattern of Open and Close requests that shows the order in which files are accessed in the traffic (illustrated in Figure  7B ). Naively grouping traffic by Samba's session id ( Figure 7B-a) resulted into one large sequence as we discovered that the ransomware samples typically executed all behavior in one session. Although we are still able to discover patterns, this can hinder inter-sequence analysis with clustering and alignment techniques. Grouping the traffic by file access on the other hand does not preserve the order in which certain file operation are performed ( Figure 7B-c) . This information however is crucial for understanding how systems deal with files and data transfer.
To ensure that this ordering is preserved, we implemented a stackbased session based on file nesting. Each time a file is opened, the corresponding filename is pushed to a stack. The name is popped from the stack upon encountering its corresponding close request. Figure 8 shows the effect of traffic clustering when ransomware traffic is grouped by session, file nesting, or file id. The frequency of every pattern is shows at the end of every pattern.
Ransomware
To study the creation, deletion and file modification in the ransomware samples, we initially created rules to highlight all smb2.cmd open, close, read, write in yellow, pink, blue and purple blocks respectively ( Figure 7A ). In case of Samba files a smb2.flags.disposition is set true whenever a file is ready to be deleted. These blocks are marked in red. Figure 1A and 1B show some of the patterns we discovered in Jigsaw and CryptX traffic.
Jigsaw
We initially start exploration of approximately 1,500,000 packets ( Figure 6D ) by analyzing the traffic by smb2.sesid. This resulted into one large sequence per session. Inspection of the smb2.create.action attribute (Attribute view, Figure 6B) shows that there are two ways in which files are opened, namely
• FILE OPEN If the file already exists, return success; otherwise, generate an error.
• FILE OVERWRITE IF: Overwrite the file if it already exists; otherwise, create the file. These are marked by a yellow "Overwrite IF" and "O" blocks respectively. The smb2.nt status widget in Figure 6C shows that the Jigsaw virus did not produce any errors when sending the requests. After applying the highlight rules in Figure 7A , the minimap shows repetitive patterns in the traffic ( Figure 1A) . Closer inspection of these patterns shows that at some point files are repeatedly deleted ( Figure 9A , indicated by the "X" block). Inspection of the line diagram shows that the pattern repetition started around 23:15 ( Figure 9A) .
To study the frequency of the discovered pattern we constructed a rule that "cuts" the data upon encountering file deletion blocks (scissors, Figure 9 ). This resulted into 1,195,817 sequences as illustrated in Figure 9D . Clustering the sequences however shows a lot of similarity between the different sequences ( Figure 9B ). Hovering the mouse over the "read" block of the clustered sequence shows a list of all files that have been accessed in the exact same way ( Figure 9C ). Grouping and clustering the data with our stack-based session approach reveals three main patterns in the traffic ( Figure  1C ):
• The creation of a new encrypted file X.fun,
• The deletion of the original file X, and
• Directory traversal using repeated Open Find Close patterns
This enables us to see that the Jigsaw virus first creates a copy of the target file before its starts encryption. After the encryption, the original file is deleted instead of overwritten. The attack is flawed in the sense that the original file could still be recovered from disk using Disk Recovery tools [16] .
In order to reverse engineer the mechanics of the virus, we construct rules to capture repeating block patterns to higher level concepts. Figure 10B shows the rules that are applied to simplify the traffic. The first two rules compress repetitive occurrences of open and close patterns. The frequency of these patterns depends on the file depth in the directory structure. Since the number of sequential read and write patterns depends on the size of the requested file, we also create a rule that compressed these sequences in a single block. After compression, the number in the upper right corner of the blocks shows how many blocks are contained in the new block. Applying alignment on the remaining patterns revealed that overlap between these file access behavior is large ( Figure 10C ).
CryptX
For the analysis of Cryptx we start with the rule set as constructed for the Jigsaw virus ( Figure 7A) . Inspection of the line diagram shows that read/write bursts started between 20:19 and 20:35. In contrast to Jigsaw we do not see any delete requests.
After applying the rules, the icicle plot shows that for some Samba packets multiple rules apply at the same time ( Figure 11A ). Closer inspection in Wireshark showed that these packets consisted of multiple Samba headers ( Figure 11B ). Figure 11C shows examples of compound requests that represent the opening of a directory and finding files in that directory encoded in one packet.
Compound Samba requests in general are valid with respect to the protocol specification as they have been introduced for efficiency reasons. There are however known bugs in practice with these constructs [1-3]. In addition, Samba intrusion detectors without DPI may actually be unaware of multiple headers in Samba traffic. The evaluation of viruses that use compound requests to masque file reads and writes in practice is left for future work. After searching for compound requests in the data, the line chart shows that these commands were sent before and after the burst period ( Figure 11D ).
To study the overall duration of sequences, users can enable an arc diagram, drawing an arc from the start to the end of every sequence ( Figure 11D) . The large arcs correspond to the opening and closure of directories whereas the small arcs correspond to file access.
Grouping the traffic by smb2.file name shows that repeated read and write activity only happened during the burst period ( Figure  11E ). Zooming in on the linechart shows smaller arcs indicating that files were opened and closed in short periods in time ( Figure 11F) . Inspection of the burst period in the minimap shows that the burst consists of a large number of find requests followed by repetitive file read and write patterns. The find requests in Wireshark show that the virus, in contrast to Jigsaw, first recursively searches directories for files before the encryption burst starts ( Figure 13A) . Inspection of the burst shows that files are encrypted sequentially ( Figure 13D ) and are traversed alphabetically ( Figure 13E ). 
University Traffic
We studied the patterns in the ransomware samples and compared them to recorded traffic from a university that has been struck earlier by ransomware. The main question was whether there was still ransomware activity inside the network.
For the analysis of university traffic we recorded internal network traffic of 20 hosts over a period of a month. Out of this 94GB of traffic we extracted all smb2 meta-data using the tshark protocol dissector. This results in the analysis of approximately 14,000,000 packets with over 100 protocol fields. In order to reduce the large packet count, response values were merged in the corresponding requests based on their smb2.msg id and session. In addition, file print services such as spoolss were excluded from the analysis.
We initially study the traffic by loading the rule set that we constructed with the ransomware analysis. The line chart in Figure 12 shows the presence of a traffic burst at January 22nd ( Figure 12F ). Grouping the traffic by smb2.sesid and inspecting the traffic shows that a user is reading files from his backup directory ( Figure 12D ). In contrast to ransomware traffic we see that Open and Close packets are not alternating, but occur in bursts showing that in the university traffic files are accessed in parallel rather than sequentially. Figure  12E also shows this for traffic outside the traffic burst.
To check for signs of the Cryptx virus we start searching for compound requests using Eventpad's find dialog ( Figure 14A ). This revealed a burst of Open-Find compound requests similar to Cryptx ( Figure 14B ). The main difference was that files after the burst were only read. Inspecting the Attribute view shows that all compound requests were sent after the burst by the same IP address ( Figure  14C ). Inspection of the file names revealed that they were all related to the reading of Microsoft Network Policy files ( Figure 14D ).
To study the access patterns to these files in greater detail, we search for all packets that involve policy files. Figure 12A highlights the packets as a result of the search. Figure 12E shows that the pattern occurred several times in the data set. Filtering out the rest of the traffic, we can see that these policy files have similar access patterns ( Figure 15A ).
Although the reading of Microsoft Network Policy files is necessary to determine authorization, we know that the hosts involved in the recording are not authorized to change these policies. To verify this hypothesis, we search for conversations containing write requests ( Figure 15A ). Grouping the traffic by ip.src shows that several IP addresses that were violating this constraint ( Figure 15B ). Figure 15D shows that these users were modifying RemoteInstall, Logoff scripts and Registry files to gain access to the share from a virtual machine.
DISCUSSION
The use cases illustrate how we can use Eventpad to quickly gain insight in user activity by analyzing file access behavior in PCAP traffic. Users are enabled to simplify, focus on, and detect patterns inside network conversations by defining rules. Automated techniques in turn use the labeling to assist users in discovering patterns between different conversations. Inspection of packet attributes enable users to see whether these patterns share overlap in other attributes after which rule sets can be refined. There are several reasons for the rapid discovery of patterns in Eventpad:
• Constructed rules sets are efficient to evaluate as they are based on regular expressions.
• Users do not need to have a full specification of what "good or bad" behavior looks like, but can incrementally obtain results by visually encoding knowledge that they have about their data.
• Unsupervised automated methods in the background use the constructed rules sets to provide nontrivial insights.
Besides the creation of traditional black or white listing signatures, analysts create rules to assist them discovering unknown patterns and focusing on parts that are relevant for their investigation. The constructed rule set can be evaluated fully automatically on new (incoming) data. By saving and loading rule sets analysts can quickly verify the presence of malware in other data sets. Although the tool quickly enables analysts to isolate areas of interest in large network samples, there are threats to validity. First, we analysed ransomware activity by extracting file access behavior from network traffic. Ransomware viruses that do not focus on repeated (network) file encryption (e.g., UIWIX [20] ) cannot be detected with this approach. Although Eventpad in general works on any event data, other data sources are required to make the technique useful for these types of malware.
Second, based on the Samba signaling alone we cannot distinguish between user initiated file encryption versus ransomware encryption. Although the patterns in the use cases showed clear differences between ransomware and university traffic (sequential versus parallel activity), this does not hold in general. Additional (automated) anomaly techniques are required to verify if the observed patterns indeed correspond to file encryption.
Third, the Eventpad system suffers from a "cold start" problem in the sense that users must already be aware of properties that are of interest. Naively applying clustering or alignment without a rule set results in no insights (underfitting) whereas creating too many rules can results into "noisy" patterns (overfitting). Also to deal with phenomena such a concept drift [34] , rule sets need to be maintained by users to ensure the discovery of new viruses in the future.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we demonstrated a visualization tool to support rapid and cost-effective analysis of network traffic analysis and malware activity. We have shown the effectiveness of the system in real-world ransomware and office traffic. Our tool shows how visualization can be used to quickly gain insight in malware and network activity by combining data reduction and automated techniques in one interface using rules, aggregations, and selections.
